Spacious apartment with unobstructed views in the center of San Gervasio district

Barcelona Ciudad, Zona Alta, Sant Gervasi

REF. BCNP2240  160 m2  0 m2  4  2  SOLD

In the neighborhood of San Gervasio, in front of the market and the Putxet railway station that connects with the city center in 10 minutes, as well as many neighborhood stores and Balmes Balaná cinemas, we find one of the best properties that you can see in the area.

Located between Balmes and Muntaner streets, it offers a quiet and elegant atmosphere, surrounded by classic estates. It is ideal for those who want to live in a central neighborhood, but more quiet and elegant.

The apartment stands out for its light to be totally exterior, all rooms face the street or block courtyard, not the patio. Its large living room transmits luxury by its spaciousness and 3 different atmospheres, as well as its open views and large balcony. The rooms are spacious and do not lose m2 in the corridor, as it has a very square layout.

Recently renovated, it is for sale with furniture included and a large parking space below.

Contact us for more information or to arrange a viewing
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